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Vaccines Under Development
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- RNA
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- DNA
- Inactivated
Daily deaths of patients diagnosed with coronavirus (7-day rolling average)

The US accounts for thirty per cent of average global daily deaths
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Brazil has the highest number of average daily deaths outside of the US
U.S. Daily COVID-19 New Cases

Numbers reported by state authorities as of May 18, 4pm ET

Note: Data gathered from public health departments
Source: The COVID Tracking Project
Seven-day rolling average of new cases (per million), by number of days since 0.1 average cases (per million) first recorded
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1: Management, Not Containment
2: Parallel Health System
3: New Epicenter
4: No Global Recovery

Demographics in 2020
Consumption-Led

Export-Led

Post-Growth

4: No Global Recovery

Demographics in 2030
5: An End to the Export Model
6: Higher Death Rates
6: Higher Death Rates
Upcoming Videoconferences

JUNE 3 – MANUFACTURING

JUNE 16 – MEXICO

JUNE 29 – CHINA

JULY 8 – ENERGY

JULY 21 – GLOBAL AGRICULTURE
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Join us June 3 for our upcoming manufacturing seminar